Cardiopulmonary Coupling Analysis Using Home Sleep Monitoring System Based on Air Mattress.
This study investigates the feasibility of cardiopulmonary coupling (CPC) using home sleep monitoring system. We have designed a system to measure respiratory signals and normal-to-normal (NN) interval series in a non-contact based on air mattress. Then, CPC analysis was conducted using extracted respiratory signals and NN interval series, and six CPC parameters were extracted (VLFC, LFC, HFC, e-LFC, e-LFCNB and e-LFCBB). To evaluate the proposed method, two statistical analyses were conducted between the CPC parameters extracted by the electrocardiogram-based conventional method and the air mattress-based proposed method for five patients with obstructive sleep apnea and hypopnea (OSAH). Wilcoxon's signed rank test on the CPC parameters of the two methods indicated no significant differences (p > 0.05) and Spearman's rank correlation analysis showed high positive correlations (r ≥ 0.7, p < 0.05) between the two methods. Therefore, the proposed method has the potential for performing CPC analysis using air mattress-based system.